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Abstract

The main goal of information fusion can be seen as exploiting diversities in information to improve decision making. The
research field of information fusion can be divided into two parts: low-level information fusion and high-level information
fusion. Most of the research so far, has concerned the lower levels, e.g., signal processing and multi-sensor data fusion,
while high-level information fusion, e.g., clustering of entities, has been relatively uncharted. High-level information fusion
aims at providing decision support (human or automatic) concerning situations. A crucial issue for decision making based
on such support is trust, defined as “accepted dependence”, where dependence or dependability is an overall term for other
concepts, e.g., reliability. Dependability requirements in high-level information fusion refer to properties of belief measures
and hypotheses regarding situations. Even though meeting such requirements is considered to be a precondition for trust in
fusion-based decision-making; research in high-level information fusion that addresses this issue is scarce. Since most of
the research in high-level information fusion relate to defense applications, another important issue is to generalize existing
terminology, methods, and algorithms, in order to allow for researchers in other domains to more easily adopt such results. In
this report, it is argued that more research is needed for these issues and a set of research questions for future research is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information fusion (IF) is a research field that has been
tightly coupled with defense applications for many years.
However, lately researchers in other domains have acknowl-
edged the need for a coherent and effective way of utilizing
all information available from different sources, for a given
problem. Accordingly, domains such as manufacturing and
precision agriculture have started to recognize the benefits of
IF. One can depict IF as done by Dasarathy [1].

“Information fusion encompasses the theory, tech-
niques, and tools conceived and employed for ex-
ploiting the synergy in the information acquired
from multiple sources (sensor, databases, informa-
tion gathered by human etc.) such that the resulting
decision or action is in some sense better (qual-
itatively and quantitatively, in terms of accuracy,
robustness and etc.) than would be possible, if these
sources were used individually without such synergy
exploitation.”

Another term that is often used as a synonym for IF is data
fusion. However this term sometimes refers to multi-sensor
data fusion, which can be seen as a special case of IF, where
the sources are sensors, e.g. radars. The importance of IF is
evident in the following famous quote by Naisbitt [2].

“We are drowning in information but starving for
knowledge. This level of information is clearly im-
possible to be handled by present means. Uncon-
trolled and unorganised information is no longer
a resource in an information society, instead it
becomes the enemy.”

From Dasarathy’s description, it is seen that the overall goal of
IF is to enable for better decisions, which may be interpreted
as: an increased likelihood for desirable consequences of
decisions. Since there most often exist uncertainty regarding
such consequences, it can be concluded that uncertainty man-
agement is essential to IF. In fact, it has even been argued
that the goal of an IF system is to reduce uncertainty [3].
Many methods for handling uncertainty in the IF domain, so
called uncertainty management methods (UMMs), are based
on Bayesian theory, e.g., Kalman filtering [4] and Bayesian
networks [5]. Evidence theory, also commonly known as
Dempster-Shafer theory [6], is another important UMM in
the IF domain, which belongs to a family of theories that is
referred to as imprecise probability [7].

Most research in the IF domain so far has addressed the
problems involved in low-level IF, e.g., target tracking with
multi-sensor data fusion, while the higher abstraction levels of
reasoning, referred to as high-level information fusion (HLIF),
have been a relatively uncharted research field. Also, those
attempts that do exist for HLIF rarely address robustness and
reliability requirements [8], concepts that support dependabil-
ity. As we will see in Section II-B4, dependability is an overall
term with many different concepts that are well-accepted in
the dependable computing domain [9]. Dependability require-
ments can even be considered as a precondition for trust in
HLIF-based decision-making, cf. [8].

As indicated before, much of the IF research is tightly
coupled to the defense domain, thus studied within a defense
context and perspective. Hence, terminology, methods and al-
gorithms have strong influence from that particular domain. An
important future challenge for researchers in the IF domain is
therefore to generalize methods, algorithms, and terminology
so that researchers in other domains more easily can adopt IF
when problems with such characteristics are present.

In this report we argue for the necessity of dependability
requirements in the context of generic HLIF and pose a
number of research questions as a base for future research. The
report is organized as follows: in Section II-A, we elaborate
on terms such as information, uncertainty, imprecision and in-
consistency. UMMs such as Bayesian theory, Dempster-Shafer
theory, and imprecise probability are also described. Section
II-B describes HLIF from a generic perspective and a partial
mapping from dependability to HLIF is presented. Three IF
application domains; defense, manufacturing, and precision
agriculture, are depicted in Section II-C. The problem area
and research questions are presented in Section III. We depict
the relevance of the research questions in Section IV, related
work in Section V, expected contributions and result in Section
VI, approach in Section VII, and conclusions in Section VIII.
For a “tutorial-like” report on an UMM referred to as coherent
lower previsions, see Appendix.

II. BACKGROUND

In this chapter we elaborate on and define semantics
for information, uncertainty, imprecision, and inconsistency.
Common uncertainty management methods (UMMs) in IF,
Bayesian theory, Dempster-Shafer, and a family of theories
referred to as imprecise probability is presented. Since most
research in IF has been conducted in the defense domain, high-
level IF (HLIF) has mainly been applied to specific problems
involved in that particular domain. We therefore elaborate
on generic aspects of HLIF and present a formal description
of it. In the dependable computing domain there is a well-
accepted taxonomy of dependability that is utilized in this
section as a base for a partial mapping between dependability
and HLIF. Lastly, we depict three different IF application
domains: defense, manufacturing, and precision agriculture.

A. Uncertainty management methods
As has already been stated, management of uncertainty

is essential to IF and reducing uncertainty has even been
proposed as the main aim of an IF system [3]. Loosely,
uncertainty occurs when it is not possible to claim a statement
with certainty, e.g., “The coin will land head”. Uncertainty and
information is related in the sense that more information may
reduce the amount of uncertainty.

Methods for coping with uncertainty and information is
referred to as uncertainty management methods (UMMs).
UMMs in HLIF is often based on Bayesian theory [10],
[11]. Yet, a deficiency with Bayesian theory is that it does
not support imprecision in probabilities [12]. Hence, a set of
alternative theories has been proposed in order to account for
this deficiency [7]. We here briefly describe this set of theories
referred to as imprecise probability [7], [12]–[16].
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1) Information, uncertainty, imprecision, and inconsistency:
In order to understand what is meant by uncertainty, impreci-
sion, and inconsistency, it is essential to have a clear interpre-
tation of information. According to Loose [17], information
can be defined in terms of a process or function (a process
may be seen as a set of functions [17]) in the following way:

“Information is the value currently attached or in-
stantiated to a characteristic or variable returned by
a function, f(x), or a process. The value returned
by a function is informative about the function’s
argument x, or about the function f(), or about
both.”

As an example of how to utilize this definition, consider a coin
tossing process, i.e., a coin is tossed and the outcome “head”
or “tail” is observed, the coin is tossed again and so on. The
input x in such process is the coin, which we assume here is
the same for each toss, and the output f(x) is either of “head”
or “tail”. Before any observations have been made, one cannot
be sure that it is a fair coin, i.e., it could even be the case that
it has “head” on both sides. Assume that the outcome for the
first toss is “head”. Then information has been gained about
the input x, the coin, from the output f(x) =“head”, since it
cannot be the case that it is “tail” on both sides. Assume that
a new toss results in the outcome “tail”, then one knows that
the coin has both a “head” and a “tail”. However, in order to
evaluate if the coin is fair or not, it is not enough to know that it
has a “head” and a “tail”. What one needs is information about
the probabilities that governs the actual coin tossing process,
something that is provided by each observation f(x). Thus,
it follows that an observation f(x), i.e., “head” or “tail”, is
informative about both the coin itself, i.e., x, and the process,
i.e., f(), which is in agreement with Loose’s description above.

Since we now know what is meant by information, we
continue with the term uncertainty. According to Bloch and
Hunter et al. [18] uncertainty can be depicted as follows:

“Uncertainty refers to lack of sufficient information
about the state of the world, for determining whether
a Boolean statement (which can only be true or
false) is indeed true or false.”

From this description, the close relationship between uncer-
tainty and information is evident, i.e., more information may
enable determination of a truth value for a Boolean state-
ment, thus eliminating uncertainty (this type of uncertainty
is sometimes referred to as epistemic uncertainty or reducible
uncertainty [19]). One may also think of uncertainty as a state
of a human, i.e., “Uncertainty as a state of mind” [20]. Note
that the Boolean statement itself can also be information if it
is considered to be an output from a given process, e.g, the
outcome of a tossed coin is reported in the form “The coin
landed head”.

Imprecision in a piece of information appears when it in
some sense refers to more than one possibility [18], [21]. Let
us change the coin in the above example into a die instead.
Then an example of an imprecise piece of information is: “The
die landed 2 or 3”, since it refers to two possibilities, i.e., 2
or 3. The reason for such information may stem from that
an observer for some reason cannot distinguish the possibility

2 from 3. It could be the case that the observer is “almost
certain” that the outcome is 2. Then, the observer may decide
to report that in the form “I am almost sure that the die
landed 2”, which is somewhat uncertain due to “almost”.
Thus, information can also be uncertain, i.e., uncertainty may
also be regarded as a property of information [21]. Uncertain
information is also evident when the source for some reason
is unreliable [18]. As an example, a statement like “The die
landed 2”, from an unreliable source, can also be regarded
as uncertain. There exists an interesting relation between
uncertainty and imprecision [18]; an increase in imprecision
can lead to a decrease in uncertainty. As an example, assume
that no observations was made about the outcome of a tossed
die. Then, an imprecise statement “The die landed 2 or 3” is
less uncertain in comparison to the precise statement “The die
landed 2”.

The third property of information is inconsistency [18], [21],
which is especially important from an IF perspective. One says
that information is in an inconsistent state when there is a
conflict between sources for a certain output f(x). Handling
conflict in information fusion is crucial, since information
stems from different sources. As an example, assume that
statements, “The die landed 2 or 3” and “The die landed 4 or
5” are received as observations from the same toss, something
that results in inconsistency. There is also an interesting
relation between inconsistency and imprecision; inconsistency
may be “resolved” by increasing the amount of imprecision
[18], e.g., “The die landed 2, 3, 4, or 5”.

Assume that one wants to determine f(x) at some level of
precision but is unable to do so due to imprecision in f(x).
Then one can say that uncertainty is caused by imprecision,
since it is possible to create a Boolean statement about f(x)
with an indeterminable truth value. As already stated, incon-
sistency may be transformed to imprecision; subsequently,
both of imprecision and inconsistency may be thought of as
particular forms of uncertainty. Thus, unless explicitly stated
or clear from the context, we will hereafter use uncertainty as
an overall term for imprecision, inconsistency, and uncertainty.
From the arguments in this section, it is clear that information,
uncertainty, imprecision, inconsistency are closely related. All
of these concepts need to be handled in a coherent way by
an UMM. The aim of an UMM is to quantify a degree of
belief (for elaboration on belief, see Ref. [22, Chapter 13]) over
hypotheses, which constitute “possibilities for the true state”,
for some particular process of interest, based on different
pieces of information which may be imprecise, inconsistent,
and/or uncertain (referred to as imperfect information by Smets
[21]). One can say that an UMM provides a framework for
reasoning about beliefs in an environment where uncertainty
is present. There are also UMMs that take into account that
the actual quantification of belief itself is imprecise, e.g., a
probability interval, something that is further elaborated on in
Section II-A4.

2) Bayesian theory: Bayesian theory is a probabilistic
approach to uncertainty management where the quantification
of belief is done in a precise way. Assume that X1 and X2

are two variables with unknown values, referred to as random
variables. Then a joint probability distribution can be defined
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in the following way [10], [11]:

p(X1, X2)
def.= p(X1|X2)p(X2)
def.= p(X2|X1)p(X1)

(1)

From Eq. (1), what is referred to as Bayes’ rule, can be
derived:

p(X1|X2) =
p(X2|X1)p(X1)

p(X2)
, (2)

where p(X1|X2) is referred to as the posterior, p(X2|X1) as
the likelihood, and p(X1) as the prior. As an example of how
one can utilize Bayes’ rule consider a random variable θ that
depicts the unknown probability of a coin landing head. In
Bayesian theory, there is no difference in the way one handle
unobservables in comparison to observables [10], [11]; thus,
one can utilize Bayes’ rule in order to estimate probabilities.
Clearly, θ cannot be observed, however, we can estimate θ
through experiments and by applying Bayes’ rule. Let the
outcome of tossing a coin be “head”, then:

p(θ|X = “head”) =
p(X = “head”|θ)p(θ)

p(X = “head”)

=
p(X = “head”|θ)p(θ)∫
p(X = “head”, θ) dθ

=
p(X = “head”|θ)p(θ)∫
p(X = “head”|θ)p(θ) dθ

(3)

p(θ) is referred to as the prior distribution since it reflects
the belief about θ before any observations have been made.
p(θ|X = “head”) is called a posterior distribution since it
is the distribution that is adopted as the new belief about
θ after an observation, X = “head”, has been made.
p(X = “head”|θ) is called the likelihood and is a function of
different possible values on θ. The denominator constitutes a
normalization constant. When a second observation becomes
available for this tossing process, the prior can be set to the
posterior in the formulas above. Thus, Bayes’ rule can be
sequentially utilized to update belief as observations becomes
available.

When Bayesian theory is utilized in order to predict a
future observation, e.g., outcome of a coin toss X2 given
that a previous outcome X1 = “head” has been observed;
a distribution called posterior predictive can be calculated by
the following formulas [10], [11]:

p(X2|X1 = “head”) =

=
∫

p(X2, θ|X1 = “head”) dθ

=
∫

p(X2|θ)p(θ|X1 = “head”) dθ

(4)

Where the second step utilizes a conditional independence
relationship between X1, X2 and θ, i.e., one assumes that if
the probability θ is known, the observation X1 = “head” do
not influence the probability of observing X2 = “head”.

A commonly used UMM, based on Bayesian theory, is a
Bayesian network (BN) [23], [24]. A BN is a representation
that allows for easier computation and specification of a joint
probability distribution p(X1, . . . , Xn). A BN consists of [24]:

Weather (W) Aircraft (A)

Sensor 1 (S1) Sensor 2 (S2)

Figure 1. Adapted from Ref. [5]

1) A directed acyclic graph with X1, . . . , Xn as nodes with
arcs that capture conditional independence relationships.

2) A set of corresponding conditional probabilities (listed
in tables usually referred to as conditional probability
tables (CPTs))

A certain node, Xi, in a BN is said to be conditional indepen-
dent of its non-descendants (B is a descendant of A if there is
path from A to B) given its parents pa(Xi). As an example,
in Figure 1, the probability of a specific sensor reading of
sensor 2 is conditional independent of the reading from sensor
1, given that we know the current weather and aircraft type.
When specifying this graph structure, it is common to think
in terms of direct influence [22, Section 14.2], e.g., in Figure
1, a specific aircraft in combination with a certain weather
condition directly influence the sensor readings. CPTs depicts
a probability distribution for a node, given that values for
its parents are known. As an example, in Figure 1, it is
necessary to specify the probability of observing a certain
sensor reading given a specific aircraft type and weather, e.g.,
p(S2 = “ . . . ”|A = “Concorde”,W = “Rain”). Both the
graph structure and CPTs can be learned from data when
available [24]. The following formula can be utilized in order
to calculate a joint probability distribution based on the graph
structure and the CPTs [24].

p(X1, . . . , Xn) =
n∏

i=1

p(Xi|pa(Xi)) (5)

3) Dempster-Shafer theory: In 1976, Glenn Shafer pub-
lished his seminal book/thesis entitled “a mathematical theory
of evidence” often referred to as Dempster-Shafer theory [6].
As we will see in the next section, Dempster-Shafer theory
belongs to a family of UMMs called imprecise probability.
The idea in Dempster-Shafer theory is to build beliefs about
the true state of a process from smaller and distinct pieces
of evidence. The set of possible states is called the frame of
discernment and denoted by Θ. In Dempster-Shafer theory,
the frame of discernment is both mutually exclusive and
exhaustive, i.e., only one state in Θ can be the true state and
the true state is assumed to be in the set Θ. Evidences are
formulated as so called mass functions m : 2Θ 7→ R, wich
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satisfy the following axioms:

m(A) ≥ 0, A ⊆ Θ (6)
m(∅) = 0 (7)∑

A⊆Θ

m(A) = 1 (8)

A subset A ⊆ Θ can be thought of as an interpretation of a
proposition ϕA [25]. As an example, if we let the frame of
discernment be Θ def.= {Orange,Apple,Banana}, and ϕA

def.=
“It is a round fruit”, then A = {Orange,Apple}. Once a mass
function over the frame of discernment has been defined, the
belief for a set A ⊆ Θ can be calculated in the following way:

Bel(A) def.=
∑
B⊆A

m(B) (9)

By thinking in terms of propositions, a proposition ϕB must
imply the proposition ϕA in order to contribute with its mass
to the belief of ϕA. In the fruit example, ϕB

def.= “It is an
orange” implies ϕA, hence the mass over ϕB contributes to
the belief of ϕA. Another function that one frequently use in
Dempster-Shafer theory is plausibility [6]:

Pl(A) def.= 1−Bel(Ā) =
∑

B∩A 6=∅

m(B) (10)

A proposition ϕB contributes with its mass to the plausibility
of ϕA when the propositions agree to some extent with each
other. As an example, ϕC

def.= “It is an orange or banana”
contributes with its mass to the plausability of ϕA.

When a number of different distinct pieces of evidences are
available (from different sources), these can be combined into
one mass function by using Dempster’s rule of combination
[6] (see Figure 2):

m1,2(A) def.=

∑
i,j

Ai∩Bj=A

m1(Ai)m2(Bj)

1−
∑
i,j

Ai∩Bj=∅

m1(Ai)m2(Bj)
(11)

The term in the denominator is a normalization where the
summation is usually referred to as the degree of conflict
among the sources. The reason for regarding Dempster-Shafer
as belonging to the family of imprecise probability, is that
one can regard the interval [Bel(A), P l(A)] as an interval of
“possible” probabilities for the set A [26, Section 8.3.1].

4) Imprecise probability: Imprecise probability [7] refers
to a family of theories that allow for imprecision in the
actual quantification of belief, e.g., a probability interval. Note
that imprecision in this context is a property of information
concerning beliefs, thus consistent with our earlier description
in section II-A1. Walley [7], [12], [13] argues for the impor-
tance of imprecision and describes several different sources
of it such as: lack of information, conflicting information, and
conflicting beliefs (e.g. conflict amongst a group of domain
experts), to name a few of them. He further argues that [12,
Section 1.1.4]:

• “Imprecision in probabilities is needed to reflect the
amount of information on which they are based.”
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· · · 1

1

m2

m2(Bl)

m2(Bj)

m2(B1)

...

...

0 m1(A1) · · · m1(Ak)
m2m1(Ai)

Mass m1(Ai)m2(Bj)
committed to Ai ∩ Bj

Figure 2. Dempster’s rule of combination, adapted from Ref. [6]

• “Imprecise probability models are easier to assess and
elicit than precise ones”.

• “Conclusions drawn from the imprecise model are auto-
matically robust, because they do not rely on arbitrary
or doubtful assumptions.”

The theories that are included under imprecise probability
can be ordered by their ability to express uncertainty [7]. The
following theories ordered by increasing ability to express
different types of uncertainty, all belong to the family of
imprecise probability.

1) Possibility theory
2) Belief and plausibility functions
3) Choquet capacities of order 2
4) Coherent upper and lower probabilities
5) Coherent lower previsions
6) Sets of probability measures
7) Sets of desirable gambles
8) Partial preference orderings
9) Partial comparative probability orderings

This order implies that one can potentially lose information if
one tries to express it in a “lower-level” theory, e.g., from
“coherent lower previsions” to “coherent upper and lower
probabilities”. In IF, belief and plausibility functions (e.g.,
[6], [25]) have been investigated thoroughly while the theories
higher up in the order has to a large extent been left aside, cf.
[8].

A short description of some of these theories here follows,
for a more thorough discussion see Refs. [7], [13]. Possibil-
ity theory is based on min-max operations over states with
different degrees of possibility [27]. The idea of belief and
plausibility functions (e.g., Dempster-Shafer theory [6] and
Transferable belief model [25]) is that beliefs are build from
evidences in the form of mass functions. These mass functions
in turn can represent evidences originating from several dif-
ferent sources, and combination rules, e.g., Dempsters’ rule
of combination, are utilized in order to aggregate these into
a single mass function. Upper and lower probability [7] uses
probability intervals such as a ≤ P (A) ≤ b, for building
models. Coherent lower previsions [7], [12]–[14] deals with
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assessment

Level 4
Process
refinement

Human 
decision−makerWorld

High−level IFLow−level IF

Level 3
Impact
assessmentdata assessment

Sub−Object
Level 0 Level 1

Object
assessment

Level 2
Situation

Figure 3. The revised JDL model, adapted from Ref. [30]

probabilities through so called previsions (see Appendix).
Sets of probability measures are used in the robust Bayesian
framework [28].

B. High-level information fusion

The aim of high-level information fusion (HLIF) is to
establish the current situation, and possible impacts of that
situation conditional on a set of decisions. Since information
fusion (IF) mainly has addressed issues in the defense domain,
we here elaborate on HLIF from a more generic perspective.
The definition of HLIF is presented, here based on a variant of
one of the most common models for IF, namely the JDL (Joint
Directors of Laboratories data fusion group) model [29]. A
formal terminology for HLIF that captures concepts such as
situations and impacts is presented. Lastly, a partial mapping
from a taxonomy of dependability to HLIF is described.

1) Models for information fusion: In order to allow for
easy communication among researchers, the Joint Directors of
Laboratories data fusion group established a functional model
[29], i.e., a description of a set of functions [30] that comprises
the IF domain. The model, referred to as the JDL model, has
been revised many times (e.g [30], [31]), either due to that
one thinks that it is missing some important aspect of IF or
for the purpose of making it more general. Steinberg et al.
[30] have presented the following variant of the JDL model,
referred to as the revised JDL model, with five functions or
levels as depicted in Figure 3:

• Level 0 – Sub-object data assessment: “estimation and
prediction of signal/object observable states on the basis
of pixel/signal level data association and characteriza-
tion;”

• Level 1 – Object assessment: “estimation and predic-
tion of entity states on the basis of observation-to-track
association, continuous state estimation (e.g. kinematics)
and discrete state estimation (e.g. target type and ID);”

• Level 2 – Situation assessment: “estimation and predic-
tion of relations among entities, to include force structure
and cross force relations, communications and perceptual
influences, physical context, etc.;”

• Level 3 – Impact assessment: “estimation and pre-
diction of effects on situations of planned or esti-
mated/predicted actions by the participants; to include
interactions between action plans of multiple players

OrientAct

Decide

Observe

Figure 4. Boyd’s OODA-loop

(e.g. assessing susceptibilities and vulnerabilities to esti-
mated/predicted threat actions given one’s own planned
actions);”

• Level 4 – Process refinement: “(an element of Resource
Management): adaptive data acquisition and processing
to support mission objectives.”

A Level 5, referred to as cognitive refinement [32] or user
refinement [33], [34], has also been proposed in order to
highlight the importance of human involvement in the IF
process. The claim that uncertainty management is essential
to IF is here reinforced since words such as estimation and
prediction appear in all of the levels except Level 4. With
HLIF, we refer to Level 2, 3, and with low-level IF to Level
0, 1, in the revised JDL model. The reason to not include
Level 4 in HLIF, is that it may be regarded as a meta-process
that is a part of all levels, i.e., refinement of processes at each
level.

Another model that is a process model, i.e., it characterizes
interactions between functions [30], is Boyd’s observe, orient,
decide, and act control loop, usually referred to as the OODA
loop [35], see Figure 4. A partial mapping can be made from
the OODA loop to HLIF in the following way: observe -
information gathering, orient - situation assessment [5], decide
- impact assessment, and act - the implementation of the
chosen decision. Boyd developed the OODA loop in order to
describe winning behavior for fighter pilots [36]. He concluded
that such behavior depends on which of the pilots involved
in combat, has the fastest loop. Subsequently, if one thinks in
more general terms, this “fast-loop strategy” can be considered
to model a relative time constraint for decisions, dependent on
the environment or process under consideration.

2) A generic view on high-level information fusion: While
the main concern in low-level IF is identification of entities
(e.g. physical objects or events) and entity attributes, the
main concern in HLIF is relations among these entities. The
different types of relations involved in HLIF are dependent
on the goal of decision making in a particular domain. An
example of a common relation that has been extensively
utilized in the IF domain is a cluster relation [37]. A cluster
can be depicted as a set of entities which, based on some
similarity measure, are considered to be more equal to each
other than to entities in another cluster [37]. A cluster relation
is important in IF since it is a natural way of reducing the
amount of information while keeping the amount of “useful
information” constant, i.e., instead of considering each entity
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and its attributes by itself, one can consider the cluster as the
entity.

From the revised JDL model, it is seen that the main concern
in both of situation and impact assessment is to estimate
and predict situations. In situation assessment the aim is to
estimate the current situation while the main issue in impact
assessment is to estimate future situations conditional on a
set of decisions (actions). The overall goal of HLIF is often
expressed as achieving situation awareness that can be defined
as done by Endsley [38]:

”Situation awareness is the perception of the ele-
ments in the environment within a volume of time
and space, the comprehension of their meaning and
a projection of their status in the near future.”

An important inference schema in HLIF is ”inference to the
best explanation” [39], referred to as abduction [39], [40]. Let
ξ be the set of the available information, i.e., observations and
domain knowledge concerning some process of interest. Let
Sh

i be a situation hypothesis. Then abduction can be depicted
as follows [40]:

Sh
i explains ξ @j,Sh

j explains ξ better than Sh
i

Sh
i is probably correct

As Josephson et al. [40] point out, an abductive infer-
ence schema is about finding “the best explanation in
contrast with alternatives”. The strength of the conclusion
“Sh

i is probably correct” depends on the following [40]:
• “how decisively the leading hypothesis surpasses the

alternatives”
• “how good this hypothesis is by itself, independently of

considering the alternatives”
• “how thorough was the search for alternative explana-

tions”
From the description above, it is seen that abductive inference
mainly concerns situation assessment, since the set of avail-
able information ξ is needed, and does not exist for future
situations.

Another important characteristic of HLIF is that it is of-
ten necessary to incorporate domain knowledge from one or
several experts [41], [42], since it in many situations can be
impossible to obtain representative data.

3) A formal view on high-level information fusion: In this
section, we will develop basic concepts and terminology for
HLIF based on the revised JDL model and on Refs. [43], [44].
It should be noted that there exists a framework, referred to as
situation theory [45] for which there are some similarities to
the terminology that we introduce here, e.g., that situations
are about relations. Kokar et al. [44] have developed an
ontology for situation awareness that is based on situation
theory and which is referred to as situation awareness ontology
(STO). However, uncertainty is not the main focus of the
above framework; thus, the concepts introduced here aim at
providing a generic and clear understanding of HLIF from the
perspective of uncertainty.

In Level 2 – Situation assessment – relations among entities
are the main concern. As noted by Kokar et al. [43], [44],
a binary relation in mathematics, denoted by R, has the

following structure:

R ⊆ X × Y (12)

X × Y
def.= {(x, y) : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y } (13)

However, in order to allow other relations than binary, it is
necessary to consider n-ary relations that can be formally
depicted as, cf. [44]:

R ⊆ X1 × . . .×Xn (14)

X1 × . . .×Xn
def.= {(x1, . . . , xn) : xi ∈ Xi} (15)

A relation can be defined either extensionally, i.e., by listing
all n-tuples that belong to the relation, or intensionally where
a predicate P decides which n-tuples that actually belong to
the relation [44]. An intensional definition of a relation has
the following appearance:

R def.= {(x1, . . . , xn) : P (x1, . . . , xn), xi ∈ Xi} (16)

In IF, a relation is usually not observable in a direct way; thus,
uncertainty regarding the predicate, and hence the relation,
is most often evident [44]. Note that our interpretation of
uncertainty here is in agreement with the interpretation of
uncertainty previously expressed in Section II-A1, since a
predicate is a Boolean statement.

As Kokar et al. [44] have also noted, and which can be seen
from the revised JDL model [30] “estimation and prediction of
relations among entities...”, a situation may consist of more
than one relation. Consequently, it is needed to interpret a
situation as a set of relations denoted by S and more formally
stated as:

S def.= {R1, . . . ,Rk} (17)

One may think of the relations as representing different
concepts that for some reason are interesting to a decision
maker. As an example; if the relations in S represent similarity
concepts, each relation can be interpreted as a cluster.

Since there most often exists uncertainty regarding which
n-tuples that actually satisfy the predicate for a given relation;
it is necessary to regard elements of the relation as hypotheses,
which we here denote by (x1, . . . , xn)h

j to indicate that it is a
hypothesis with respect to a specific relation Rj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Since the elements of a given relation Rj now can be
considered as hypotheses, it is also necessary to be able to
consider the relation itself as such, a relational hypothesis,
denoted by Rh

j . Also, since a situation S is defined using
relations that may be hypotheses, a situation can also be a
hypothesis, denoted by Sh

i , i ∈ JS , where JS is an index set.
Let the set of available information (sensor readings, domain

knowledge and stored information) be denoted by ξ. Note
that ξ may contain information that is uncertain, imprecise
and inconsistent. The following belief measure needs to be
assessed in Level 2 - Situation assessment:

µS(Sh
i = S|ξ), (18)

i.e., the degree of belief for a specific situation hypothesis
Sh

i as beeing the “true” current situation S conditional on
ξ. Depending on the application domain and the types of
relations involved in S, it may also be necessary to define
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belief measures that capture some specific part of a situation
in more detail. Examples of such measures are:

µTj
((x1, . . . , xn)h

j ∈ Rj |ξ) (19)

µRj (Rh
j = Rj |ξ), (20)

where µTj denotes the degree of belief regarding a single tuple
(T - (T)uple) belonging to a specific relation Rj , and µRj

depicts the degree of belief for the set that constitutes the
relation. In particular scenarios it could be sufficient to define
some of these belief measures in terms of the others by for
example using the mean. As an example µRj

can be defined
in terms of µTj by using the mean, in the following way:

µRj (Rh
j = Rj |ξ) =

1
|X1 × . . .×Xn| ∑

(x1,...,xn)h
j ∈Rh

j

µTj ((x1, . . . , xn)h
j ∈ Rj |ξ)

+
∑

(x1,...,xn)h
j ∈R

h
j

µTj ((x1, . . . , xn)h
j /∈ Rj |ξ)

 ,

where Rh

j = (X1 × . . .×Xn)\Rh
j .

(21)

The last part of the equation can be simplified if one assumes
that the following holds:

µTj ((x1, . . . ,xn)h
j /∈ Rj |ξ) =

1− µTj ((x1, . . . , xn)h
j ∈ Rj |ξ)

(22)

However, depending on the UMM, this is not always the
case (e.g., Dempster-Shafer theory). In the general case one
might want to assess the measures µTi

, µRi
, and µS more

specifically by applying some other method than just using
the mean over an existing belief measure.

Consider Level 3 - Impact assessment - where the aim
is to estimate effects on situations given certain decisions
(actions) [30]. The representation of situations still applies
since “estimation of effects on situations” as stated in the
revised JDL model can be interpreted as estimation of “future
situations”, impacts, which we here will denote by I, and Ih

i ,
i ∈ JI , when considered as a hypothesis. From a decision-
maker’s point of view, a certain set of planned decisions
is expected to lead to a desirable impact. Now, since there
most often exists uncertainty regarding the current situation,
something that is reflected in the belief measure µS , it is
also necessary to incorporate this uncertainty when estimating
future situations, impacts Ih

i . Consequently, a belief measure
for impact assessment, µI , has the following appearance:

µI(Ih
i = I|D, µS , ξ), (23)

i.e., the degree of belief regarding a possible impact Ih
i is

conditional on: a set of decisions D, the belief measure for
the current situation µS , and the set of available information
ξ. Additional belief measures that capture some specific part
of an impact in more detail, similarly to expressions (19) and
(20), may also be defined for impact assessment.

4) Dependable high-level information fusion: One of the
main issues in HLIF is to assess the belief measures µS and
µI over possible current situations, {Sh

i }i∈JS and possible
impacts {Ih

i }i∈JI . Since these quantifications constitute a
basis for fusion-based decision-making, human or automatic, a
question one can pose is how trustworthy such quantifications
are ? However, a clarification on what is actually meant by
“trustworthiness” or “trust” in HLIF is necessary since there
is there is a lack of research on that topic in high-level
information fusion.

Avižienis et al. [9] define trust as “accepted dependence”
and have presented a taxonomy for dependability (see Figure
5) that is well-accepted within the dependable computing
domain. In IF, however, some of these concepts, e.g., reli-
ability and robustness, are also utilized but with no consis-
tent meaning; thus, researchers have adapted their particular
interpretation in a specific application domain and problem.
We will here present a partial mapping from this taxonomy
to HLIF that preserves as much consistency as possible with
respect to how concepts have been utilized in HLIF.

We see from Figure 5 that the basis for concepts in the
taxonomy is a service; thus, we need to clearly state what
type of service the involved functions in HLIF provide. By
the formal description of HLIF in Section II-B3, it can be
argued that a HLIF service provide the artifacts listed in the
introduction of this section, i.e., {Sh

i }i∈JS , {Ih
i }i∈JI , µS , and

µI . These artifacts are utilized by a decision maker (human
or automatic) in order to make a decision, in other words, a
HLIF service aims at providing decision support.

We start this partial mapping with the attribute of depend-
ability referred to as reliability; an attribute that has many
different interpretations [31]. Svensson [8] has proposed the
following interpretation of reliability for HLIF-based decision-
support systems:

“Technical system property of delivering quantita-
tive results which are reasonably close to best possi-
ble, subject to known statistical error distributions”.

However, “...results which are reasonably close to best possi-
ble...” could be hard to interpret since “best possible” needs to
be more clearly defined, and “...statistical error distributions”
is too specific in many circumstances, e.g., when subjective
opinions (domain experts) are utilized. From the dependability
taxonomy in Figure 5, it is seen that reliability is defined as
“continuity of correct service”. Llinas [46] has listed “Cor-
rectness in reasoning” as an important criteria for evaluation
of fusion performance in a context of HLIF. Thus, one can
argue that the key to think about reliability is correctness. The
question then becomes what a correct HLIF service is, and a
natural answer is that correctness refers to what a HLIF service
actually delivers, i.e., correctness of the artifacts: {Sh

i }i∈JS ,
{Ih

i }i∈JI , µS , and µI .
For the sets of hypotheses, correctness may for example

relate to that all plausible hypotheses are in the sets, cf. [39],
i.e., exhaustivity, and correctness of the belief measures can be
thought of as to what extent do the belief measures reflect the
available information about the process under consideration,
cf. [12, Section 1.1.4]?
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Dependability

Attributes

Threats

Means

Availability

Reliability

Safety

Integrity

Maintainability

Faults

Errors

Failures

Fault prevention

Fault tolerance

Fault removal

Fault forecasting

"Readiness for
correct service"

"Continuity of
correct service"

"Absence of catastrophic
consequences on the user(s)

and the environment"

"Absence of improper
system alterations"

"Ability to undergo
modifications and repairs"

Cause of an error

The deviation from
correct service

Service deviates from
a correct service

"Means to prevent the
ocurrences or introduction

of faults"

"Means to avoid service
failures in the presence

of faults"

"Means to reduce the
number and severity

of faults"

"Means to estimate the
present number, the future

incidence, and the likely consequences
of faults"

Figure 5. Dependability taxonomy, adapted from Ref. [9]

As a simple example, consider a coin tossing process where
no information about either the coin or the “toss process” itself
is available. If a probability of “head” needs to be specified,
one may adopt 0.5 as the best estimate, since one does not
want to favor any of the two possible outcomes. However,
since there is no information available, it can be argued that
the estimate should reflect complete ignorance, which can be
done by specifying an interval [0, 1] as the estimate [13].
Compare this with the case where the coin has been tossed
100 times and half of those tosses have resulted in “head”. The
estimate of 0.5 “better” reflects the set of available information
in this case since there now exists a limited amount of
information that supports this claim. However one might still

argue that an interval, say [0.4, 0.6] more appropriately reflects
the information [12].

From these arguments, one can argue that increased re-
liability (correctness) is achieved when the belief measures
somehow reflect the information on which they are based on,
cf. [12, Section 1.1.4]. In fact, if one wants to quantify a degree
for how well the belief measures reflect the set of available
information ξ, it is possible to think in terms of a higher-order
uncertainty (sometimes called second-order uncertainty) [31],
[41], [47], which can generally be interpreted as the amount
of uncertainty regarding uncertainty. Lastly, if we assume that
ξ continuously gets updated, e.g., via a sensor stream, then
it is necessary for the belief measures to continuously reflect
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ξ, thus in agreement with “continuity...” in the definition of
reliability found in the taxonomy.

A fault as seen from the taxonomy is defined as the cause of
an error that in its turn is something that may cause a failure
that is defined as a deviation from correct service [9]. Since
we have already argued that a correct HLIF service delivers
an exhaustive set of plausible hypotheses and belief measures
that reflect ξ, the negation of this statement, i.e., a service
that provides a non-exhaustive set of plausible hypothesis or
belief measures that do not reflect ξ, is considered to be a
service that is not correct. Based on these arguments, faults
can be defined as: uncertain, imprecise, inconsistent, and lack
of information, since if inadequately handled, all of these
may lead to service incorrectness. For a non-exhaustive set of
hypotheses, insufficient or inaccurate domain knowledge about
the process can also be considered as a fault since design of
hypotheses most often rely on domain knowledge. Another
important fault concerns unreliable sources. If we consider
a source as providing a service, reliability of this service
would be correctness of the source output. Consider, as an
example, the statement “The die landed 2”, when a die has
been tossed. If the source for this statement is unreliable for
some reason and an belief measure is based on the statement,
it can inevitably lead to incorrectness of the HLIF service. It
is possible to account for unreliable sources by introducing
reliability coefficients that quantify the degree of reliability
for the sources [41]. Thus, one can say that a service, based
on unreliable sources, is still reliable as long as one know the
quality of sources, e.g., reliability coefficients, and compensate
for this.

The next concept in the taxonomy that we will consider is
safety, which is defined as “Absence of catastrophic conse-
quences on the user(s) and the environment” [9]. Seen from
a decision-maker’s point of view, one can aim at a minimized
number of possible catastrophic consequences. In essence,
when a decision is taken by utilizing a HLIF service, a possible
catastrophic consequence may be interpreted as an unexpected
impact of such decision. There are two important so called
secondary attributes (attributes that refine primary attributes
[9]) that we consider to be a part of safety: robustness and
stability. Svensson [8] has proposed the following definition
of robustness for HLIF-based decision-support systems:

“Property of a system to react appropriately to
exceptional conditions, including to avoid making
large changes in recommendations as a consequence
of small changes in input data.”

Bladon et al. [5] have proposed the following description of
robust in conjunction with a situation-assessment system:

“Robust: able to handle inconsistent, uncertain, and
incomplete data.”

Llinas [46] has listed the following criteria for evaluation of
HLIF performance:

“Adaptability in reasoning (robustness)”

Antony [48] claims that:

“Robustness measures the fragility of a problem-
solving approach to changes in the input space.”

Avižienis et al. [9] define robustness as a secondary attribute
in the following way:

“...dependability with respect to external faults,
which characterizes a system reaction to a specific
class of faults.”

When looking at the statements above, one can be argued that
most of them relate to a reaction. The description of robustness
by Avižienis et al. [9] suggests that we need to find a class
of faults that the reaction refers to. In order to be able to
distinguish “robust” from “reliable”, we partially adopt Svens-
son’s interpretation that robustness is about “...exceptional
conditions...”. Consequently, we define the class of faults as
exceptional which in HLIF may be exceptional degrees of:

• Uncertain, imprecise, and inconsistent information
• Lack of information
• Insufficient or inaccurate domain knowledge
• Unreliable sources

Exceptional degrees is something that is dependent on the
application domain at hand, and must therefore be defined
accordingly. The desired reaction to exceptional faults, from
a decision-maker’s point of view, would be to expect that the
service still fulfill reliability, i.e., correctness. This may be
achieved, as an example, by utilization of imprecision in the
belief measures (see Section II-A4). Altogether, robustness
in HLIF is about being able to provide a reliable service
even though exceptional faults are present. Robustness as
a secondary attribute to safety is also consistent with this
interpretation; fulfilling robustness contributes to the aim of
safety, i.e., a minimized number of unexpected , potentially
catastrophic, impacts of decisions, since the likelihood of such
impacts decreases when reliability is fulfilled. Lastly, we note
that all the exceptional faults stems from an external process,
thus one may call these faults external consistent with the
definition by Avižienis et al. [9].

Stability is included in the definition of robustness by
Svensson [8]:

“...avoid making large changes in recommendations
as a consequence of small changes in input data.”

In order to allow for as precise and clear meaning as possible
for both robustness and stability, we prefer to view stability
as a separate secondary attribute to safety. It is unclear what
Svensson exactly means by “...large changes in recommenda-
tions...”. When are recommendations of decisions considered
to be different from each other ? One may even think of two
very different recommendations (decisions) that are expected
to lead to essentially the same impacts. Thus, we rephrase
stability as: small variations in input should not cause changes
in decisions that are expected to lead to different impacts.
Here, “expected” and “different impacts”, needs to be more
clearly defined, something that must be done with respect to
a specific problem and application domain.

As an example, assume that one has two different sets of
decisions, D1 and D2, which for some reason are expected to
lead to different impacts. Assume that the following holds for
an impact Ih

i :

µI(Ih
i = I|D1, µS , ξ)−

µI(Ih
i = I|D2, µS , ξ) = κ

(24)
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Let the input in our interpretation of stability refer to ξ, more
concretely, let ξ constitute a sensor stream of information.
Now, assume that the stream becomes noisy, i.e., small random
variations in the information are present, denoted by ξ′. Such
variation may cause, at a given time instant, the following
equation to hold:

µI(Ih
i = I|D1, µS , ξ′)−

µI(Ih
i = I|D2, µS , ξ′) = κ′

(25)

By fulfilling stability the following is prevented:

|κ− κ′| > ε (26)

In other words, the difference in belief is not allowed to
deviate “too much” due to random variations in ξ′. Here ε
is a parameter that quantifies an acceptable deviation with
respect to the variation in ξ′. In the worst case, a decision
maker may choose to implement D1 when Eq. (24) holds
and D2 when Eq. (25) holds. Since the decision sets were
expected to lead to impacts that are in some sense different
from each other, such behavior is consider to be “unsound”.
In this example, the input was the set of available information
ξ, but one may equally well consider the belief measure µS
as the input, i.e., small variations in µS should not cause the
behavior defined by Eq. (26). Lastly, we note that fulfilling
stability also contributes to the aim of safety since it is less
likely that variations in input cause decisions with unexpected
impacts.

Avižienis et al. [9] define availability as “readiness of
correct service”. Availability in HLIF can be related to a
specific algorithmic design for computing the belief measures
for hypotheses. An example of a feature that may be required,
is the ability to interrupt a computation of a belief measure
and still obtain reliable output.

The last part that we will briefly elaborate on is means to
achieve dependability, i.e., fault prevention, fault tolerance,
fault removal and fault forecasting. For fault prevention and
fault removal, information gathering and utilization of more
reliable sources are examples of two natural ways of pre-
venting many of the faults in HLIF. An interesting aspect
concerning information and that can be mapped to fault
removal are the possible transformations between imprecise,
uncertain, and inconsistent information. As we stated before
in Section II-A1, it is possible to transform inconsistency into
imprecision, thus this certain type of fault can be removed.
However, by doing so one increases the degree of imprecision,
which is considered to be another fault. For fault tolerance,
depicted as ”means to avoid service failures in the presence
of faults” by Avižienis et al. [9], uncertainty management
methods (UMMs) are the main concern. Different UMMs
may differ substantially in how the they cope with the faults
described in this section. Lastly, fault forecasting, “means to
estimate the present number, the future incidence, and the
likely consequences of faults” [9], is also considered to be
part of the UMM.

The result of this partial mapping from the dependability
taxonomy to HLIF is seen in Figure 6. More exact char-
acterization of the described attributes and perhaps even a

full mapping are left as research questions in Section III.
Especially interesting for further research is how trust, i.e.,
“accepted dependence” [9], should be defined for HLIF.

C. Application domains

As stated before, Information fusion (IF) has its roots in
the defense domain and is still tightly coupled to that domain.
Nevertheless, researchers in other domains have started to
show interest in IF.

In this section, we first depict the current status of IF tech-
niques and applications within the defense domain. Then, we
describe two “civilian” application domains, manufacturing
and precision agriculture, where researchers have started to
recognize the benefits of IF, mainly through initial studies in
low-level IF.

1) Defense: There exist a number of different IF applica-
tions within the defense domain such as: ocean surveillance,
air-to-air and surface-to-air defense, battlefield intelligence,
surveillance, target acquisition, and strategic warning and
defense [4]. In a defense context, Level 1 - Object assessment
- concerns the problem of detection of objects and their
corresponding physical attributes such as: object type (e.g.
tank or jeep), position, velocity, and heading. This information
is usually utilized in order to associate new observations with a
particular object and a track of that object [4]. Kalman filtering
is a commonly used method in Level 1.

The goal of Level 2 – Situation assessment – is to establish
relationships among the identified objects and events which
belong to the environment under consideration [4]. A com-
monly utilized relation applied at this level is clustering, e.g.,
clustering of vehicles into platoons, companies, and battalions
[49]. Lastly, in Level 3 – Impact assessment – predictions are
made about future situations, e.g., different threats of enemies
[4].

Traditionally in the defense domain most of the research
has concerned Level 1 – Object assessment – e.g. target
tracking with multi-sensor fusion. Hinman et al. [50] argue
that this is due to the fact that Object assessment involves
physical properties, such as, shape, color and texture, since
these are easily measurable. Most attempts to HLIF involves
Bayesian theory and especially Bayesian networks (BNs)
[5], [42], [51]–[56]. This is due to that BNs quite naturally
capture a situation and/or impact (threat) and its corresponding
probability through a joint probability distribution of random
variables. Other approaches to HLIF in the defense domain
are: Dempster-Shafer theory [49], genetic algorithms, fuzzy
logic, neural networks [50], case-based reasoning, and fuzzy
belief networks [57].

2) Manufacturing: A well-known problem in manufactur-
ing is planning of maintenance such that the cost and risk of
failure is minimized. According to Jardine et al. [58], mainte-
nance can be divided into: unplanned maintenance (breakdown
maintenance) and planned maintenance. In unplanned mainte-
nance, utilization of a physical asset occurs until breakdown.
This approach enables for maximum amount of utilization
while there are no serious failures, but on the other hand,
a breakdown can potentially cause a halt in production or
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Figure 6. Partial mapping from dependability to high-level information fusion
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even more serious failures, leading to severe economic loss. In
planned maintenance, a schedule is utilized for each physical
asset. The advantage of this approach is that it reduces the
number of breakdowns, but for a cost of decreased utilization,
since maintenance is performed independently of the actual
condition of the physical asset. Due to an increased complex-
ity in machines, planned maintenance has become a costly
approach to maintenance [58].

To overcome the deficiencies with the above methods, a
new approach called condition-based maintenance (CBM), has
been formed [58]. The CBM approach aims at maintenance
actions when an anomaly for a component is detected. Such
anomlies are assumed to be an indication of an increased
likelohood of a future failure. According to Jardine et al. [58],
the CBM approach consist of three main steps:

1) “Data acquisition step (information collecting), to ob-
tain data relevant to system health.”

2) “Data processing step (information handling), to handle
and analyse the data or signals collected in step 1 for
better understanding and interpretation of the data.”

3) “Maintenance decision-making step (decision-making),
to recommend efficient maintenance policies.”

A key feature for a system based on CBM is that it includes
both prognostic and diagnostic methods [58]. Diagnostics
are actions performed as a reaction to a failure, e.g., fault
detection, fault isolation, fault identification, and prognostics
actions that are taken in order prevent future failures.

Recently, there has been an increased interest in multi-
sensor fusion as a means to achieve more reliable prognosis
and diagnosis in maintenance [58], and researchers have
started to notice the commonalities between the IF domain and
manufacturing [58]–[63]. Examples of methods that have been
examined from an IF perspective in conjunction with prognos-
tics are: Dempster-Shafer, Bayesian theory, fuzzy logic, and
neural networks [64]. Simulations have also been proposed as a
source of information in maintenance planning [59]. However,
these are mainly initial studies and more research needs to be
done.

One can argue that step two and three in the CBM approach
are closely related to HLIF, since step two can be interpreted
as performing situation assessment and step three as impact
assessment. A HLIF approach for maintenance may take many
different sources of information into account, e.g., information
about technical state, cost of maintenance activities, loss of
production, and information about customers [62].

3) Precision agriculture: The aim of precision agriculture
(PA) is to account for large within-field spatial and temporal
variations of different crop and soil factors [65]. It has been
known for a long time that the variations within a field
of crops can be substantial, but it was not until the global
positioning system (GPS) became a commercial product, that
the research field PA was enabled [65]. By measuring different
soil properties such as texture, moisture content, nitrogen (N)
content and pH [66], the field can be divided into zones which
have different needs, e.g., of fertilization or pesticides. When
combining geographical information system (GIS) information
with a GPS receiver, each zone can be targeted, through model

simulation, with its corresponding need of for instance N-
fertilization, pesticides, or watering. This approach is both
economical and environmentally friendly since the purpose is
to estimate the exact need for optimal yield and minimum
influence on the environment [67]. It is also possible to utilize
so called on-the-go sensors (e.g., radiometric sensors) where
sensor readings are used as further input for fertilization
calculations. Since these calculations are performed during
the actual fertilization process, they need to meet certain time
constraints.

The problem of PA can be formulated by a set of zone
models, where the aim is to find the amount of fertilization
or pesticides u for a given time t and zone i, that maximizes
the yield Gi(u, t, x1, . . . , xn), cf. [68]. Gi is a zone model
that is specific to zone i and that is dependent on a number
of different uncertain parameters, x1, . . . , xn, such as: wa-
ter availability, soil properties, long-term weather-forecasts,
rainfall, previous harvest, topography etc. [68]. The zone
models themselves also induce additional uncertainty since
they most often are oversimplified. Subsequently, management
of uncertainty is a central issue in the PA domain and a goal
is to reduce this uncertainty, in order to enable for better
decision for, e.g., fertilization. This can be done in a number
of different ways, such as utilization of more dependable
models and multiple sources of information (sensor data,
remote sensing, domain knowledge etc.). Consequently, IF
methods may enable for more dependable on-the-go automatic
decision-support systems (e.g. for N-fertilization), however,
more research is needed.

Berntsen et al. [69] have acknowledged that the basic
question in PA (with respect to N-fertilization) is how one
should combine different types of information in order to
optimize the distribution of N-fertilization. Although these
observations strongly correlate with the typical characteristics
of IF, to our knowledge there has been no complete such
perspective as of yet, i.e., where HLIF is taken into account.

III. PROBLEM

Since we have established, in Section II-B4, that the service
of high-level information fusion (HLIF) is to provide decision
support, a crucial issue is dependability of such service.
Indeed, dependability of a HLIF service is likely to be crucial
for decision making based on such service.

We here argue for the need of more research in HLIF in
conjunction with the dependability concepts that we described
in Section II-B4. We also address the problem and need, of
further expansion of the IF domain into other domains than
defense. Lastly, we present a set of research questions, which
forms a basis for future research.

A. Dependable and generic high-level information fusion -
methods and algorithms for uncertainty management

HLIF aims at providing decision support for a decision that
can be either automatic or taken by a human. In both of the
cases, trust defined as “accepted depedence” [9] is necessary.
Thus, it is important that such service is analyzable with
respect to the taxonomy of dependability presented in Section
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II-B4. While Svensson [8] has argued that reliability (with his
interpretation, Section II-B4) can be considered as a “technical
precondition” for trustworthiness, we argue that all of the
attributes in the dependability taxonomy must be considered
as a precondition for trustworthiness. Svensson points out that
it is common in the information fusion (IF) domain to adopt
a combination of different uncertainty management methods
(UMMs) for HLIF, where the effects of such combinations are
not completely understood. He further argues [8]:

“Indeed, unless concepts and methodologies are
found and generally applied which enable re-
searchers and developers to achieve and demon-
strate reliability of high-level information fusion
methods and algorithms, operational decision mak-
ers are unlikely to be willing to trust or use decision
support systems based on such techniques.”

Hall et al. [70] have recognized the need for more robust
techniques in HLIF:

“Techniques must be developed that are more robust
and less fragile than current methods”

As stated before, a commonly used UMM within HLIF
is a Bayesian network (BN). Although BNs are common
in many application domains, they have some serious draw-
backs. Firstly, BNs do not support imprecision in probabilities
[16], [71]. Many sources of imprecision in probabilities exist
(Section II-A4). Thöne et al. [71] argue that imprecision is
of fundamental importance since most application domains
involve incomplete and/or imprecise information. Secondly,
exact elicitation of conditional probability tables (CPTs),
where one specifies the conditional probability of a certain
value for a random variable given certain other values of
random variables, is difficult [72]. Consider an example where
an expert in the defense domain elicits CPTs for a BN, e.g., the
probability of an attack on different targets, given a specific
situation (e.g. a certain configuration of enemy vehicles in a
geographical area) [42]. Real-world data for such situations
are rarely available; hence there is a need to involve domain
experts. A question that one can pose in such elicitation
procedure is, as an example; “why choose 0.2 and not 0.25 for
a certain attack probability ? Indeed, imprecision is likely to be
of great importance when domain knowledge is considered as
an input for quantification of degree of belief. Thirdly, BNs do
not in general fulfill stability; thus, it is necessary to perform
sensitivity analysis, i.e., examine for chaotic behavior [71],
something that can be extremely time-consuming [72].

The different types of hypotheses and belief measures,
described in Section II-B3, may be described as a model. In
fact, the IF domain can partly be considered as a modeling and
simulation domain [8]. There exists an aggregate relationship
between: (x1, . . . , xk)h

j , Rh
j , and Sh

i , i.e., a relation consists
of a set of tuples and a situation by a set of relations. An
interesting approach in order to define belief measures over
Rh

j and Sh
i is to aggregate belief bottom up, i.e., determining

the belief measure µRj
based on µTj

and the belief measure
µS based on µRj

.
Another interesting aspect when building models for HLIF,

is how one can utilize information from the past in con-

junction with domain knowledge. In essence, a HLIF model
needs to be able to project the current possible situations
into possible future situations [38], impacts, by using present
information (e.g., from sensors) and past information (e.g.,
from databases). One can also consider information that is
associated with the future, e.g., through simulations. Thus,
loosely one might say that HLIF (and IF) is about fusing
information that is associated with the different temporal
properties: past, present, and future. It is also important to
note that such processes may need to fulfill certain time
constraints, i.e., fusion-based decisions must be taken before
a predetermined time has elapsed.

An important issue in HLIF is assessment of the fusion
process. Indeed, if one agrees that dependability is important
for algorithms and methods in HLIF, one should also pose
the question of how one can evaluate dependability of HLIF.
Llinas [46] has acknowledged the importance of assessments
for the IF process. He further argues that the obvious difficulty
of evaluating an IF process lies in HLIF. The following
performance criteria for HLIF have been proposed by Llinas
[46]:

1) “Correctness in reasoning”
2) “Quality or relevance of decisions/advice/recommen-

dations”
3) “Intelligent behavior”
4) “Adaptability in reasoning (robustness)”
Lastly, an important future challenge of researchers in the

IF domain is to generalize terminology, models, methods and
algorithms so that other domains more easily can adopt IF. As
already stated, almost all research on IF relates to the defense
domain, which could be a consequence of that the currently
used models, such as the revised JDL model [30] have not been
widely mapped and implemented in other domains. Hence, it is
important to demonstrate the benefit from utilizing IF methods
in such domains.

B. Research questions

1) What are the dependability requirements on generic
HLIF and which methods can meet such requirements ?

a) What are the more exact specifications of the
concepts in Figure 6 ?

b) Is it possible to design a full mapping from the
dependability taxonomy (Figure 5) to HLIF ?

c) What are the more exact characteristics of µS and
µI in order to fulfill dependability requirements ?

d) How can one aggregate belief bottom up, e.g., µTj

to µS , in order to fulfill dependability require-
ments?

e) Can imprecision in probability be considered as a
precondition for dependability ?

f) Can a set of guidelines be formulated in order to
ensure dependability in generic HLIF ?

2) How can domain knowledge (e.g., through elicitation)
from experts and information associated with the past
(e.g. databases), the present (e.g. sensors), and the future
(e.g. simulations), be fused in generic HLIF, for the
purpose of increased dependability ?
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a) How should one fuse information with different
temporal attributes, i.e., information associated
with the past, present, and the future ?

b) How should one design models from data and
domain experts, in order to ensure dependability
in HLIF ?

3) How can one evaluate generic HLIF with respect to
dependability ?

a) What are the criteria and metrics needed for an
evaluation of the concepts that belong to depend-
ability ?

b) What kind of benchmarks are needed in order to
evaluate the concepts that belong to dependability
?

4) How should situations and their corresponding possible
impacts be specified in application domains: defense,
manufacturing, and precision agriculture, in order to
enable for dependable HLIF ?

a) What relations are needed to represent a situation
and impact in the above application domains ?

b) How do one design the sets of plausible hypotheses
for situations and impacts ?

IV. RELEVANCE

Attributes included under dependability, e.g., robustness and
reliability, are fundamental to many different domains, and IF
is not an exception. We argue that dependability requirements
are implicitly included under “...better decisions...” in the
description by Dasarathy [1]. Svensson [8] elaborates on the
lack of research for this important area:

“While numerous papers deal with trust and trust-
worthiness as human factors issues in command and
control and intelligence management systems, ..., few
studies discuss basic reliability concepts in high-
level fusion-based decision support systems (HLFB-
DSS) and applications.”

Since the IF domain partly can be considered as a modeling
and simulation domain [8], an important issue in HLIF is
how such models should be designed in order to fulfill
dependability requirements. Many attempts to HLIF utilize
Bayesian networks (BNs), where the conditional probability
tables (CPTs) are difficult to assess when an insufficient
amount of information is available. Furthermore, regardless of
the amount of information available, a BN stipulates a precise
probability for the CPTs. Such a requirement may be hard to
satisfy when the information is scarce [12].

The problem of dependable models is seldom addressed in
the HLIF literature, a consequence of the scarce research on
dependability requirements in that context. We also believe
that further research on such requirements is crucial if one
wants to answer the question of whether or not it actually is
beneficial to fuse certain type of information, i.e., when is it
better to fuse information in comparison to not fuse [1].

Since the IF research domain has been tightly coupled to
the defense domain, all terminology, methods, and algorithms
are strongly related to that particular domain. Researchers in
other domains have recognized the need of utilizing available

information from sensors, databases, and other sources. Conse-
quently, an issue of significance is the need for generalization
of models, methods, and algorithms in IF so that researcher’s
in these other domains can more easily utilize existing solu-
tions within the IF domain.

V. RELATED WORK

Pavlin and Nunnink [52] present a framework for robust
analysis and design of Bayesian networks (BNs) referred to
as Inference Meta Model . The inference meta model is a set
of definitions and theorems that provides a theory enabling
analysis of robustness and reliability. Das and Lawless [55]
suggest a method based on sensitivity analysis for truth
maintenance in conjunction with BNs and claim that this
approach enables for trustworthy situation assessment. The
truth maintenance approach can be used as a means to resolve
a situation of conflicting information by revising so called
default assumptions.

Although these two approaches remain interesting cases
from a robust and reliable point of view, the papers mainly
address methods for detecting inconsistencies and weaknesses
of precise models or give guidelines for design of a precise
model in a robust way. None of them consider imprecision in
probabilities in a direct way.

Bladon et al. [5] argue for a list of requirements that a
situation assessment system should fulfill and claim that BNs
satisfy all of these requirements. However, the level of detail
of these requirements is too low in order for a method to be
properly evaluated with respect to them. As an example of one
of the requirements, consider [5]:

“Robust: able to handle inconsistent, uncertain, and
incomplete data.”

Salerno et al. and Blasch et al. [73], [74] have proposed
a set of measures of performance (MOP) and measure of
effectiveness (MOE) for evaluation of HLIF. However, these
measures are not likely to be sufficiently specific in order to
evaluate the artifacts that a HLIF service delivers (Section
II-B4).

Mahoney et al. [75] have described an approach for eval-
uation of situation assessment. Confidence is presented as an
overall term for the quality of a situation estimate. Concepts
supporting confidence such as: model fit, dispersion, and
completeness, are introduced. Although this is an interesting
approach, BNs are adopted as the uncertainty management
method (UMM). Thus, the above concepts are studied under
the assumption of precise probability.

Rogova et al. [39] present, in quite general terms, HLIF
applied to early phase crisis management. However, a system
referred to as Probabilistic Argumentation System is adopted
as the uncertainty management method (UMM) without any
discussion of other choices. Moreover, dependability concepts
are only scarcely discussed. Rogova et al. have recognized the
need for elicitation of probabilities from domain experts, but
little discussion about such procedures, resulting in dependable
models is provided.

Svensson [8] has done a literature study on methods that
may allow for robustness and reliability in HLIF. Techniques
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such as: robust Bayes (sets of probability measures), sensitiv-
ity analysis of model output, stability theory, and imprecise
probability were investigated. Svensson concluded that the
utilization of such techniques in IF have been scarce.

We note that none of the above approaches have had a
complete dependability perspective on HLIF, i.e., as in the
mapping found in Figure 6. Such perspective can provide
significant insights regarding the design of HLIF systems.

VI. EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS

The main expected contribution of this research is to depict
in detail how one can approach dependability in generic HLIF,
and how one can evaluate the concepts under dependability
based on some criteria. This is a crucial issue, since depend-
ability can be seen as a precondition for trust in HLIF-based
decision-making (Section II-B4).

Since most papers address HLIF in a defense context
another important expected contribution is to account for in
detail how one can adapt and utilize IF in other domains; thus
contributing to the increased generalization of the IF research
domain. This is important since it allows “civilian domains”
to more easily adopt the use of IF and the wide range of
results existing in this area. Furthermore, we believe that if
dependability requirements can be designed for HLIF, other
domains are more likely and willing to utilize such methods.

In the literature, HLIF has in most cases only been applied
to simplified problems. We are planning to apply HLIF in
real-world scenarios such as precision agriculture [67] and
manufacturing [58]. Such demonstrations are expected to be
contributions of great significance to the IF domain.

A. Expected results

• A set of requirements to ensure dependability of generic
HLIF

• A complete and more specific mapping from the depend-
ability taxonomy to HLIF

• A set of measures for evaluation of generic HLIF with
respect to dependability

• Generic HLIF methods and algorithms that meet depend-
ability requirements

• Dependable and generic HLIF methods and algorithms
for fusing information with different temporal properties
(past, present and future)

• Guidelines for elicitation of dependable and generic HLIF
models based on information from domain experts

• A detailed account of the possible relations necessary
for situations and impacts in the application domains:
defense, precision agriculture, and manufacturing.

• Methods for creating situation and impact hypotheses.
• Proof-of-concept implementations of dependable and

generic HLIF algorithms in application domains: defense,
precision agriculture, manufacturing

• A generic toolbox of dependable HLIF methods and
algorithms

• Characteristics and concepts for dependable and generic
HLIF

VII. APPROACH

The approach is to first investigate how the partial mapping
in Figure 6 can be transformed into a complete mapping.
The aim is to find more specific characteristics of the con-
cepts within the mapping, which then should constitute a
basis for further analysis of dependability requirements. An
important step in this process is to account for how one
should handle the faults found in Figure 6. Basically, the
dependability requirements refer to the artifacts presented
in Section II-B4. Different UMMs need to be compared to
each other and against the requirements. Here, UMMs in the
family of imprecise probability [7], [12]–[16] will be further
examined and compared to both the requirements and precise
probability [10], [11]. In particular, coherent lower previsions
[12] and robust Bayes [28] are interesting techniques that can
potentially allow for dependability in HLIF. Another technique
that is interesting to further examine, are so called credal
networks [15], [16]. A credal network is a quite new approach
to uncertainty management that can be depicted as a “relaxed”
BN, which allow for imprecision in probabilities. However,
more research is needed to establish how well suited credal
networks are to “real-world” problems.

The defense domain, precision agriculture, and manufactur-
ing will be used as case studies for deployment and evaluation
of the above developed requirements and methods. Since HLIF
has not previously been applied in precision agriculture and
manufacturing, it is first necessary to identify the relations
that are included in situations for the corresponding domain.
Situation and impact specifications should be designed with
respect to the actual decision that needs to be taken in each of
these domains. Such decisions may differ substantially from
the decisions that need to be implemented in the defense
domain.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Information fusion (IF) is a research field with roots in the
defense domain, but for which researchers in other domains
have started to show an increasing interest. The aim of IF can
been seen as fusing information from different sources in order
to enable for better decisions.

The main issue in high-level information fusion (HLIF) is
to assess belief measures over possible situations and impacts.
However, HLIF is in its early stages of research especially for
generic domains, and there is a lack of dependability concepts
in the area.

In this report, we have argued for the need of dependability
requirements in conjunction with generic HLIF. We have
presented a set of research questions in connection to depend-
ability, which we believe are of fundamental importance for
successful design of generic HLIF methods and algorithms.
Dependability requirements are likely to be crucial for any
HLIF method, since one can consider them as a precondition
for trust in HLIF-based decision-making.

APPENDIX

A. Coherent lower previsions
This section depicts the foundation of coherent lower previ-

sions as in [7], [12]–[14] and how it relates to decision theory
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Figure 8. Buying or selling a gamble ?

and information.
Consider an uncertain reward X and define your lower

prevision P (X) as your supremum buying price for X . This
means that before you know the true value of X , you are
willing to pay any amount µ ≤ P (X) in order to receive X .
Since an uncertain reward could be interpreted as a gamble
[7], we will hereafter use that term. Formally a gamble is
defined as a function X : Ω 7→ R where Ω = {ω1, . . . , ωn}
is a possibility space. Also define P (X) as your infimum
selling price for the gamble X . Buying a negative gamble
for a negative amount of money is equal to selling the gamble
for the corresponding amount, thus:

−P (−X) def.= P (X) (27)

This implies that the theory can be completely defined in terms
of lower previsions (or upper previsions). When P (X) =
P (X) = P (X), P (X) is referred to as a precise prevision.
Since we have defined a supremum buying price and an
infimum selling price, there exists an interval of prices(

P (X), P (X)
)
, (28)

where selling or buying gambles are undetermined (see Figure
8). This interval depicts the degree of imprecision and reflects
the amount of information missing in order to define a precise
price for X . As we will see later (in Section A4), this is a
property that enables for indeterminacy when the theory is
utilized for decision making. Upper and lower probabilities
of events are special types of previsions where gambles are
indicator functions, i.e., the gamble IA will return a reward
of one unit if A occurs and zero otherwise.

1) Rationality principles: The theory of lower previsions
relies on three rationality principles: avoiding sure loss, co-
herence and natural extension, which all can be given an
interpretation of rational behavior. The principles are defined
in terms of marginally desirable transactions. Let X−µ be a
transaction, i.e, you pay µ in order to receive X . A transaction
is desirable when µ < P (X) and marginally desirable when
µ = P (X).

Example 1. Consider a gamble X where you have assessed
the lower and upper prevision P (X) and P (X), then the
gambles X −P (X) and P (X)−X are marginally desirable
transactions.

Avoiding sure loss states that rational behavior excludes the
possibility of buying gambles for prices that imply a sure loss.
Formally [14], [76]

sup

[
n∑

i=1

λi[Xi(ω)− P (Xi)]

]
≥ 0, (29)

for every finite set of gambles X1, . . . , Xn, where λi ≥ 0.

Example 2. (Adapted from Ref. [76]) Assume that the follow-

ing previsions have been assessed about the outcome: (W)in,
(D)raw and (L)oss, of a football game

P (IW ) = 0.65 P (ID) = 0.25 P (IL) = 0.4
P (IW ) = 0.6 P (ID) = 0.2 P (IL) = 0.35

These assessments imply that the gamble Z = IW +ID +IL−
(0.6 + 0.2 + 0.35) is marginally desirable. But IW , ID and
IL are mutually exclusive and thus Z ≤ −0.15.

Lower previsions are coherent when there does not exist a
combination of transactions which impose a “higher” lower
prevision (price) for some gamble X0 than an assessed previ-
sion (price) P (X0) [14]. When this principle fails to hold, your
behavior is irrational since implications of your previsions are
in contradiction with your assessed previsions. Formally one
can express this as [14], [76]

sup

[
n∑

i=1

λi[Xi−P (Xi)]−

λ0[X0 − P (X0)]

]
≥ 0

(30)

since if this does not hold
n∑

i=1

λi[Xi − P (Xi)] < λ0[X0 − P (X0)], (31)

but then there exist an ε such that [76]
n∑

i=1

λi [Xi − P (Xi)]+ε <

λ0 [X0 − (P (X0) + ε)]

(32)

The left hand side is desirable so the gamble on the right hand
side is even more desirable and this is equal to a supremum
buying price P (X0) + ε, which is higher than the specified
prevision P (X0).

Example 3. (Adapted from Ref. [76]) Consider the football
game again, where we have the following previsions

P (IW ) = 0.52 P (ID) = 0.61 P (IL) = 0.31
P (IW ) = 0.27 P (ID) = 0.27 P (IL) = 0.21

which means that the gamble Z = IW − 0.27 + IL − 0.21
is marginally desirable. But IW + IL = 1 − ID so Z = 1 −
0.27−0.21−ID = 0.52−ID, which means that P (ID) = 0.52.
Since this is less than the assessed prevision P (ID) we have
incoherence (inconsistency).

When the specified gambles constitute a linear space an
alternative representation of coherence exists [13]

P (X) ≥ inf X (33)
P (λX) = λP (X) (34)
P (X + Y ) ≥ P (X) + P (Y ) (35)

These can be given the following behavioral interpretation
[13]:

1) You should always be willing to pay at least as much
as the smallest possible reward
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2) The set of acceptable gambles should not depend on the
unit of utility

3) The price of buying two gambles X and Y in one
transaction cannot be less than buying them separately

In order to draw conclusions, making inference for previ-
sions of new gambles, the principle of natural extension is
utilized. The idea of natural extension is that your assessed
previsions provide information about your behavior for new
gambles for which you have not yet specified previsions (X0).
Formally natural extension is defined by [14], [76] (provided
that the principle of avoiding sure loss holds)

E(X0)
def.= sup

{
µ : X0 − µ ≥

n∑
i=1

λi[Xi − P (Xi)]

}
,

(36)

where λi ≥ 0. One can interpret natural extension in the
following way: since the right hand side of the inequality is
a desirable gamble implied by the assessed previsions, so is
the gamble on the left hand side. The inferred prevision is the
largest of these prices [14]. Loosely, natural extension is the
largest buying price that you can be ”forced” to pay based on
implications of your assessed previsions.

2) Generalised Bayes’ Rule: When new information is
obtained through observations as an event IB , one wants to
update the initial previsions to previsions conditional on IB .
This can be done with the Generalised Bayes’ Rule (GBR)
which is a consequence of coherence between P (X) and
P (X|IB) [12]:

P (IB(X − P (X|IB))) = 0 (37)

In the case when X = IA is an event and P = P , i.e., a
precise prevision, the GBR is reduced to Bayes’ rule [12]

P (IA|IB) =
P (IAIB)
P (IB)

(38)

3) Comparative probability judgements: A interesting fea-
ture of coherent lower previsions is that they can express
comparative probability judgements [13]. Such judgements are
transformed to constraints on precise previsions which then
can be found by linear programming (LP). The constraints
constitute a convex set in linear space and can thus be
characterized by its convex hull [77]. As an example of a
comparative probability judgement consider “A is at least
c times as probable as B” [7], which can be modelled by
P (IA − cIB) ≥ 0.

4) Coherent lower previsions as a decision theory: Since
the theory of coherent lower previsions describe behavior,
decisions, in terms of buying and selling gambles; it can easily
be mapped to a decision theory. Consider a set of decisions
{d1, . . . , dn} with corresponding uncertain utilities (gambles)
Xi. Then, in order to decide if a decision di is preferred to
dj , the difference of lower an upper previsions for the gambles
[14]:

P (Xi −Xj) P (Xi −Xj), (39)

is calculated. If P (Xi − Xj) > 0, di is preferred to dj and
if P (Xi −Xj) < 0, dj is preferred to di. If neither of these
conditions hold, one cannot calculate a preference due to lack
of information. This can be seen as a drawback, however
according to Walley [14]:

”Some critics have seen this as a weakness of
imprecise probabilities, but I see it as a virtue.
It simply reflects the fact that, when information
is scarce and probability judgments are imprecise,
there may be more than one reasonable course of
action.”

5) Coherent lower previsions and observations: Consider
a binary experiment i.e. there are two possible outcomes,
where one makes observations X1, . . . , Xn. Assume that the
observations are generated from some process with param-
eter θ ∈ [0, 1] and that the observations are conditionally
independent given this parameter. We want to model how
the belief changes when more observations, i.e., information,
becomes available. Also assume that we do not have any prior
information about the experiment. In the Bayesian setting the
solution would have been to choose a non-informative prior
and update with Bayes’ rule as more observations become
available. A problem with this approach [12, Section 5.1.5]
is that one cannot adequately model the amount of current
information, i.e., θ̃ = 0.5 can be the best estimate after 1000
observation but also reflect you prior ignorance. However, by
using previsions one can model this by specifying P (θ) and
P (θ), which in the case of complete ignorance becomes the
vacuous prevision P (θ) = 0, P (θ) = 1, and as the number
of observations increases, ∆ = P (θ)− P (θ) decreases. Thus
∆ adequately reflects the amount of information since more
information should imply a more precise prevision. Subse-
quently, imprecision in the setting of previsions, is tightly
coupled to the amount of available information [12, Section
5.1.5].

6) Coherent lower previsions and information aggregation:
De Cooman et al. [78] have further extended the theory of
lower previsions in order to show that it can be used to solve a
problem set in what is called the ”Sandia challenge problems”
defined by Oberkampf et al. [79]. The overall problem in
this set is to calculate the aggregated uncertainty for a system
response function:

y = (a + b)a, (40)

given assessments, closed intervals of the parameters a and b.
Problem 2 and 3 involves assessments from several, possible
conflicting but equally reliable sources, i.e., the intersections
of intervals can be empty. Let

(∪n
kP k)(Z) def.= inf

{
P (Z) : P ∈

n⋃
k=1

M(P k)

}
(41)

(∩n
kP k)(Z) def.= inf

{
P (Z) : P ∈

n⋂
k=1

M(P k)

}
(42)

whereM(P k) is the set of previsions that pointwise dominates
P k. De Cooman et al. propose the following protocol for
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aggregating information from multiple sources [78]:
1) If sources are mutually consistent, i.e., the intersection

of the closed intervals is non-empty, then ∩n
k=1P k is the

prevision that every source accepts
2) If sources are mutually inconsistent, discard those

sources which cannot be trusted and use the remaining
sources as in 1

3) If the sources are still mutually inconsistent then use
∪n

k=1P k

Rule 3 can be highly imprecise but as De Cooman et al. point
out [78]:

”There is no unique solution in case of inconsis-
tency: everything depends on how much information
is available about the reliability of the given infor-
mation.”

7) Walley’s football example: This section demonstrates
how one can apply the theory of coherent lower previsions
to a simple example.

Example 4. (Adapted from Ref. [7]) We return to the football
example as stated in example 2 where a football expert makes
the following judgements about the outcome

1) ”Not win is at least as probable as win”
2) ”Win is at least as probable as draw”
3) ”Draw is at least as probable as loss”

The goal is to find the set of previsions M that satisfy the
judgements 1-3. The first step is to translate these judgments
into expressions of previsions. Judgement 1 can be expressed
as P (ID +IL−IW ) ≥ 0, which implies that you are willing to
exchange IW against ID+IL since you expect this to generate
a non-negative reward. Judgements 2 and 3 can be expressed
in a similar way by P (IW − ID) ≥ 0 and P (ID − IL) ≥
0. Comparative probability judgements are now expressed as
constraints on a precise prevision in the following way:

1) P (ID + IL − IW ) ≥ 0
2) P (IW − ID) ≥ 0
3) P (ID − IL) ≥ 0

The next step is to verify that these statements avoid sure loss.
If this is not the case there is a combination of gambles that
always produce a net loss. Verifying this property is equal
to finding at least one solution to the constraints 1-3 [12],
which can be done by LP-techniques. In this case the uniform
distribution (P (IW ), P (ID), P (IL)) = ( 1

3 , 1
3 , 1

3 ) satisfies the
constraints so avoiding sure loss is fulfilled. If this had not
been the case, we are forced to go back and reassess the
judgements until they satisfy this property.

In order to develop a model for making inference, we
must now find the set of previsions M that satisfy these
judgments. We know from LP theory that M is convex and
can therefore be characterized by its convex hull (extreme
points). The convex set M in this example has the following
extreme points (found by half-space intersection calculations)
extM =

{
( 1
3 , 1

3 , 1
3 ), ( 1

2 , 1
2 , 0), ( 1

2 , 1
4 , 1

4 )
}

. We also get from
LP theory [77] that a linear function with linear constraints
has its maximum or minimum at an extreme point, which
implies that it suffices to do calculations at these points. The
natural extension E of a gamble X can therefore be calculated

0 1

D

1
0 L 1

0

W

Figure 9. Graphical representation of the model in example 4

as [12]
E = min{P (X) : P ∈ extM} (43)

E = max{P (X) : P ∈ extM} (44)

This procedure will always generate coherent lower previsions
[12, Section 2.6.3]. As an example of inference for a prevision
of new gambles consider ID + IL, which thus becomes
equivalent to minimize and maximize among extreme points:

E(ID + IL) =

min
{(

1
3

+
1
3

)
,

(
1
2

+ 0
)

,

(
1
4

+
1
4

)}
=

1
2

(45)

E(ID + IL) =

max
{(

1
3

+
1
3

)
,

(
1
2

+ 0
)

,

(
1
4

+
1
4

)}
=

2
3

(46)

If new information via an event IB is obtained about the
football game, new conditional previsions P (X|IB) can be
calculated by applying the GBR to each point in extM [12,
Section 6.4.2].

The model can be visualized by drawing M in a so called
probability simplex [12] as shown in Figure 9. The simplex
constitutes a triangular plane in three dimensional space with
corner points (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1) (the LP-problem
loses one degree of freedom due to the probability constraint).

8) Previsions and upper-lower probabilities: A problem
with upper and lower probabilities is that they cannot model
all types of belief, in particular, they cannot model comparative
probability judgements such as “A is more probable than B”
[7]. Consider the three judgments in the previous example.
Assume that one wants to summarize the model through upper
and lower probabilities of M. One can try to do this by
maximizing and minimizing for each event IW , ID and IL
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Figure 10. Blue - Upper and lower probabilities, Red - Coherent lower
previsions

over the extreme points [7]:

1
3
≤ P (IW ) ≤ 1

2
(47)

1
4
≤ P (ID) ≤ 1

2
(48)

0 ≤ P (IL) ≤ 1
3

(49)

By calculations of the set of probabilities that satisfies these
upper and lower probability constraints, two additional ex-
treme points:

(
1
3 , 1

2 , 1
6

)
and

(
5
12 , 1

4 , 1
3

)
are added [7]. Thus, it

is possible to lose information when summarizing with upper
and lower probabilities; the new model is not equally specific
as M. The problem with upper and lower probabilities is that
they can only describe M by drawing lines parallel to each
side of the probability simplex (see Figure 10, blue region)
[12].

9) Previsions and robust Bayes: In the framework of ro-
bust Bayes, one uses a set of probability distributions where
each distribution is interpreted as a hypothesis for the “true”
distribution [7]. Walley argues [7], [13] that in many cases
it is misleading to regard a set of probability distributions
as hypothesis for a ”correct” distribution since one cannot
properly define the meaning of a correct distribution. He also
argues that a set of probability distributions is not as clearly
related to decision making and in order to use it as such one
needs to calculate upper and lower previsions [12, Section
5.9.4].
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